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ISIS provides world-class facilities for neutron and muon investigations of
materials across a diverse range of science disciplines. This part of ISIS 2005
details the work of the facility over the past year, including accounts of science
highlights and descriptions of major instrument and accelerator developments,
together with progress on the Second Target Station.
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In a keynote address last December to mark the 20th anniversary of ISIS, Professor Sir David
King, Chief Scientific Adviser to the Government, rightly recognised ISIS as one of the UK’s major
scientific achievements in recent years. All those who have helped deliver excellence at the
facility - in neutron and muon science, in the source technologies or in support activities - can be
rightfully proud of what has been achieved over the past two decades.
The 20th anniversary was also a time to look forward and we had visionary talks by Andrew
Harrison (Edinburgh), Olwyn Byron (Glasgow), Stephen Blundell (Oxford) and Gabriel Aeppli (UCL).  Since
the beginning of the year the Second Target Station building has grown rapidly into an imposing
structure next to the existing ISIS experimental hall.  With the steel infrastructure now complete, we
passed a major milestone on our way to producing neutrons in June 2007 and starting an experimental
programme later that year.  A whole new suite of neutron instruments, optimised for studies in the key
science areas of soft matter, biomolecular systems and advanced materials - nanoscale science - is fast
becoming a reality.  Detailed plans are now in place for each of the seven day-1 instruments, and
concepts for second-phase instruments are being developed by the community.
Significant progress also continues on the present instrument suite with upgrades and new
instruments being funded to meet current scientific challenges.  In partnership with members of the user
community, the facility has been very successful in the recent round of CCLRC Facility Development
funding, winning grants which will lead to the construction of a new high-field muon spectrometer, an
order of magnitude flux upgrade on the HRPD powder diffractometer, and development of high-data rate
acquisition electronics.  Meanwhile the high count-rate spectrometer MERLIN is fast becoming a reality on
the south side of the ISIS experimental hall. 
The success of ISIS continues to build on the unique and dynamic combination of advanced
instrumentation, high-quality technical support and the excellence of our user community.  We look
forward to this partnership continuing to enable the facility to produce world-class science for the years
to come. My thanks to everyone who has made ISIS such a success over the past 20 years and who is
helping to realise our vision for the future.
Andrew Taylor
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A press day organised by
the European
Commission was held at
RAL in March. Here,
Paolo Radaelli from the
ISIS Crystallography
Group is talking with
Janez Poto ^cnik, European
Commissioner for Science
and Research (05EC1464),
and Philip King is
describing ISIS muons
(05EC1463).
New members of the
CCLRC Council visited ISIS
in May.  Seen here with
Andrew Taylor are Philip
Greenish (Chief
Executive, Royal Academy
of Engineering), David
Saxon (Dean, Faculty of
Physical Sciences,
University of Glasgow)
and Keith Burnett
(Chairman, Department
of Physics, University of
Oxford). 05EC2137
Evan Harris, MP, and
Andrew Crawford
touring ISIS with Andrew
Taylor, ISIS Director, and
John Wood, CCLRC Chief
Executive. 04EC4169
(L to R) John Wood,
Andrew Taylor, Mark
Hyam (Director
Costain), Andrea
Green (Construction
Manager Costain)
and Ferdinand
Erasmus (Contracts
Manager Costain)
marking the
completion of the
steel infrastructure
for the Second
Target Station
building. 05EC2598
Foreword
Professor Sir David King opening the
new ISIS technical support building
during his visit to the facility for the
20th anniversary celebrations.
04EC4107
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4Celebrating 20 years of ISIS science
The 20th anniversary of production of first neutrons at ISIS (on 16th December 1984
at 19:16 hrs) was marked this year by a day of events which included a lunch for
past and present friends of the facility; talks on neutron and muon science; an
address by Professor Sir David King followed by him opening the facility’s new
technical support building; and an evening reception. We look forward to another
20 years of scientific excellence!
Evening celebrations,
including a 20th birthday
cake! 04EC4120, 04EC4119
Beth Evans from the User
Support Group toasts the
opening of the new
technical support
building.  04EC4110
Alan Leadbetter (former
ISIS Director), Junko
Suzuki (RIKEN) and
Masatoshi Arai (KEK) at
the celebration lunch.
04RC4191
Andrew Harrison
(Edinburgh University),
Stephen Blundell (Oxford
University), Olwyn Byron
(Glasgow University) and
Gabriel Aeppli (University
College London) gave
keynote talks on future
possiblities for neutron
and muon science.
04EC4113
Professor Sir David King
giving a keynote address
during the anniversary
celebrations.  04EC4098
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A year
around ISIS
Nottingham University
students studying
biomolecular technology
visited ISIS in March.
05EC1702
Staff from the
Government Office for
the South East visited ISIS
in January.  04EC4166
ISIS periodically
holds open
afternoons for
members of the
public to visit and
learn about ISIS
science. As well as
tours of the facility,
demonstrations
illustrating scientific
principles are
arranged.  05EC1185
London Diplomatic
Science Club, whose
members work in
London’s diplomatic
services and have a keen
interest in science, toured
the facility in March.
05EC1643
A learning day for
teachers was held at ISIS
in early 2005.  Here,
participants are
inspecting an instrument
chopper and an aligned
crystal sample with
Chris Frost (ISIS).  
05EC1166
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More new phases of ice!
The mobility of organic molecules in clays
P Lock, N Skipper, Z Mirza (University College
London), J Swenson (Chalmers University),
F Fernandez-Alonso, M Adams and WS Howells
(ISIS)
Understanding and predicting the
diffusion of organic molecules in soils
and rocks is extremely important in
environmental and earth sciences, and is
also a key for locating and extracting oil
and natural gas. Neutron scattering is a
very powerful tool in this context,
because it enables us to ‘see’ individual
types of molecule even in very complex
systems. To do this, we exploit the
different scattering properties of isotopes
of the same element, in a technique
known as isotopic labelling. For organic
molecules and water it is particularly
useful that the isotopes hydrogen (H)
and deuterium (D) have very different
neutron scattering properties. In our
experiments we have labelled the
molecules of interest (typically the
organics) with H, and everything else
with D. Inelastic neutron scattering on
IRIS was then used to follow the motion
of the H atoms - and therefore the
organic molecules. What we find from
this is that glycol and phenol are
surprisingly mobile in the confined
geometries they encounter in clays,
when compared with bulk liquids.
Further information: 
Dr N Skipper, n.skipper@ucl.ac.uk
NT Skipper et al., Chemical Geology (accepted)
2005.
CG Salzmann (University of Innsbruck and
University of Oxford), PG Radaelli (ISIS),
A Hallbrucker, E Mayer (University of Innsbruck)
and JL Finney (University College London)
In the twelve known crystalline phases of
ice, individual water molecules are
tetrahedrally bonded to their neighbours
via hydrogen bonding, so that each
molecule can adopt six different
orientations.  In 1933, Linus Pauling
showed that the connectivity of the
lattice reduces but not altogether
suppresses these degrees of freedom,
resulting in residual disorder and hence
non-zero entropy at zero temperature.
Complete ordering is extremely difficult
to achieve for most phases of ice, due to
a dramatic slowing down of the
reorientation kinetics as temperature falls
and thus hydrogen-disorder is frozen-in.
We have discovered a new method to
induce hydrogen ordering through
doping, resulting in the formation of two
novel ice phases, provisionally named ice
XIII and XIV, which are ordered variants
of ice V and XII, respectively.  Proton
(and deuteron) ordering that was
suggested by thermodynamic and
spectroscopic methods has been directly
confirmed by neutron powder diffraction
data collected on GEM.  The ice XIII and
XIV crystal structures have been solved
based on these data, the former being
the most complex known arrangement
for crystalline water.
Further information: 
Dr J Finney, j.finney@ucl.ac.uk
JL Finney, Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 29
(2004) 339.
Glycol and water absorbed in the pore of a clay
mineral at 325K. We used isotopic labelling to
follow the motion of the green-coloured
hydrogen atoms on glycol.   
6
Giant solvation shells around Fullerene buckyballs
The behaviour of small molecules
CA Howard, JC Wasse, NT Skipper (University
College London), H Thompson, AK Soper and
DT Bowron (ISIS)
Fullerene C60 (‘Buckyballs’) are football
shaped molecules that have many very
interesting properties, and huge potential
in applications as diverse as pharmacology
and electronics. One of the greatest
challenges of fullerene science is the low
solubility of C60 in most common
solvents. An important alternative route
to fullerene dissolution involves metal-
ammonia solutions. These liquids contain
solvated electrons, which can charge up
the fullerenes so that they become
soluble. In addition to providing a unique
arena in which to study fulleride anions,
these solutions have great technological
promise.  If we are to realise this
potential, we need to have a detailed
understanding of how the solutions are
structured. This is where neutron
diffraction comes in. By using isotopic
labelling we have been able to discover
that the charged fullerenes are separated
from each other by giant shells of solvent
(ammonia) molecules. The formation of
these shells doubles the effective radius of
the fulleride, and therefore provides a
unique opportunity to disperse,
manipulate and process these molecules
and their derivatives in solution.
Further information: 
Dr CA Howard, c.howard@ucl.ac.uk
CA Howard et al., J Am Chem Soc 126 (2004)
13228.
JZ Larese, RJ Hinde, L Frazier (University of
Tennessee), T Arnold (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) MA Adams, M Telling and
AJ Ramirez-Cuesta (ISIS)
Understanding the trapping and release of
hydrogen from the surface of
nanomaterials is key to developing new
compounds for storage and catalytic
applications.  Combining diffraction and
inelastic neutron scattering, high-resolution
adsorption isotherms, and ab-initio theory
and computer modelling, a microscopic
understanding of the interaction of thin
hydrogen films adsorbed on the surface of
MgO nanocubes has emerged. Variation of
temperature and film thickness (from 1 to
~8 layers) was used to correlate changes in
the film structure with the dynamical
response.  Hydrogen films thicker than
three layers exhibit two prominent inelastic
features, at ~11.3 and 14.7 meV.  The 14.7
meV signal corresponds to the para-ortho
transition from molecules whose rotational
barrier is similar to the bulk solid. The peak
at lower energy is from molecules near the
MgO surface that are rotationally hindered.
Films in the submonolayer regime were
probed using TOSCA, IRIS and OSIRIS to
establish that the extremely sharp ~11.3
meV signal corresponds to hydrogen
molecules adsorbed directly above the
Mg2+ ions in the rock-salt structured (100)
surface.
Further information: 
Prof J Larese, jzl@utk.edu
JZ Larese, Science (to be published)
The para-ortho transition from a film of
hydrogen adsorbed on MgO (100), as a function
of coverage. Background: TEM image of the
MgO nanocubes.
Two-dimensional projection of the solvation of
C60
5- anions by ammonia. These ‘giant’ solvation
shells double the effective radius of the fulleride
in solution.
Direct observation of molecular hydrogen
binding to metal oxide surfaces
a-c plane projection of the crystal structure of
fully-ordered ice V (provisionally named ice XIII).
The monoclinic structure contains 28 water
molecules per unit cell, and is the most complex
known arrangement of crystalline water.
The advanced facilities provided by ISIS enable world-class research to be performed by scientists
from around the world, together with facility staff.  Academic and industrial applications of the
intense neutron and muon beams encompass a very broad range of science areas. Presented in
the following pages are brief summaries of recent scientific highlights.
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Boson Peaks and forming
glasses from crystals
Neutron diffuse scattering and Monte Carlo
study of the relaxor ferroelectric PZN
TR Welberry, DJ Goossens (Australian National
Univerity), H Woo (University of Tennesse), G Xu
(Brookhaven National Laboratory), C Stock
(University of Toronto), W Chen, Z-G Ye (Simon
Fraser University) and MJ Gutmann (ISIS)
Relaxor ferroelectrics, such as PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3
(PZN) are materials exhibiting a very high
dielectric constant that has significant
dispersion over a wide temperature range.
The solid solutions of PZN with PbTiO3 can
sustain high strain levels making them
promising candidates for the next generation
of actuators. Despite extensive study little is
understood concerning the underlying
mechanism, but it is believed that the polar
nanoregions, which are thought to exist in the
structure, are the key. These cause diffuse
scattering and this has been measured on
SXD. 
Monte-Carlo simulations have been
used successfully to model three reciprocal
space sections of scattering. The model is
based on the chemical fact that Pb atoms
have to move away from their average
position at the centre of the polyhedron of
surrounding oxygens in order to satisfy their
valence requirements. Good qualitative
agreement is obtained for a model with
planar nanodomains normal to each of the six
<110> directions. Within these domains the
displacement of Pb and Zn/Nb are found to be
correlated along <110> with the oxygen
moving opposite to Pb.
Further information: 
Prof TR Welberry, welberry@rsc.anu.edu.au
TR Welberry et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 38, (2005) 639.
GN Greaves (University of Wales, Aberystwyth),
F Meneau (ESRF, Grenoble)  O Majérus (École
Nationale Supérieure de Chimie de Paris),
DG Jones (University of Wales, Aberystwyth),
J Taylor (ISIS)
Glasses are characterised by a broad band of
low-frequency modes centred around a
terahertz called the Boson Peak, the origin of
which has many explanations, including sound
propagating vibrations or phonons found in
crystals. Neutrons, with their low energies and
long wavelengths, are excellent for detecting
phonons and other atomic vibrations. Using
high resolution neutron spectroscopy, a team
from Aberystwyth, ISIS and the ESRF have
followed the decay of the Boson Peak in
zeolite Y, a microporous crystalline solid, as
this amorphises into a conventional glass.
They attribute the low frequency band to the
coupling of oscillations between rings of
varying sizes within these
structures. Moreover a
separate band at even lower
frequencies has been
discovered.  These vibrations
do not propagate sound
and it is proposed that they
are the source of crystalline
instability at high
temperatures, and in glasses
the origin of anomalous
thermal properties that
emerge at low temperature.
Further information: 
Prof GN Greaves,
gng@aber.ac.uk  
Science 308 (2005) 1299
(2005).
The displacement of a Pb atom from the centre of
its coordination polyhedron and the way correlated
regions of these displacements give rise to polar
nanodomains with 12 different orientations. 
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The observation of magnetic roughness in
multilayers patterned using self assembly 
Materials for technological applications
L-A Michez, P Steadman, M Ali, CH Marrows,
BJ Hickey (University of Leeds), M Toohey and
EW Hill (University of Manchester), RM Dalgliesh,
TR Charlton and S Langridge (ISIS)
The useful properties of magnetic multilayers
are derived from their interfaces, which can
possess both structural and magnetic
roughness. To study the influence of a
controlled surface morphology on the
relationship between these two forms of
disorder, we have prepared
antiferromagnetically coupled Co/Ru
multilayers on a nanoscale patterned
substrate. We used a self-assembled layer of
polymer nanospheres as a large area
lithographic mask to pattern an array of Au
nanodots over which the multilayer was
grown. The magnetic microstructure was
probed using off-specular neutron scattering. 
A quantitative analysis of our data
revealed that the patterning induces
previously unobserved concomitant
magnetic roughening of the system
with the same lateral lengthscale as
the physical patterning. 
For the optimisation and
understanding of the next
generation of nanoscale spin-
electronic devices, which rely on
interfacial magnetism, then
measurements such as these are
required to probe inter- and intra-
layer ordering, and separate bulk
from interfacial  phenomena at buried
interfaces - important information that cannot
be obtained through more conventional
magnetometry techniques.
Further information: 
Dr S Langridge, s.langridge@rl.ac.uk
AG Gordon, Z Stoeva, DH Gregory (University of
Nottingham) and RI Smith (ISIS)
Ternary nitridometallates Li3-x-yMxN (M=Cu, Ni,
Co, Mn) exhibit promising properties as anode
materials in lithium ion batteries. Knowledge
of the fundamental chemistry and properties
of these compounds is, however, sparse.
Using the high intensity powder diffraction
instrument, POLARIS, we have succeeded in
developing a more detailed understanding of
the structures and defect chemistry in these
ternary nitrides. The nitridocobaltates show
the best electrochemical performance among
this group of materials. From powder neutron
diffraction data, we found that doping levels
of x = 0.6 can be achieved in
nitridocobaltates, higher than previously
reported. Further, the levels of lithium
vacancies formed within the ionically
conducting [Li2-yN] planes (y ≈ 0.45) are
significantly higher than those previously
achieved by other researchers. The
electrochemical implications are that
considerable amounts of lithium ions can be
(de)intercalated into(from) the structure.
Charge balance is maintained by oxidation of
Co/N, and the formation of delocalised
1
∞
[(Co,Li)N] chains at high x are responsible
for enhanced electronic conductivity.  These
findings should be valuable in the design of
anodes with improved properties.
Further information: 
Dr DH Gregory,
Duncan.Gregory@Nottingham.ac.uk
AG Gordon et al, Chem. Commun., 24 (2004)
2812.
Structure of Li3-x-yCoxN nitrides. The hexagonal
unit cell is indicated by the green lines.
The in-plane angular variation of the
magnetisation in a patterned Co layer calculated
from neutron scattering data.
Unravelling the defect
structure of lithium cobalt
nitride anode materials
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(Brookhaven National Laboratory), C Stock
(University of Toronto), W Chen, Z-G Ye (Simon
Fraser University) and MJ Gutmann (ISIS)
Relaxor ferroelectrics, such as PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3
(PZN) are materials exhibiting a very high
dielectric constant that has significant
dispersion over a wide temperature range.
The solid solutions of PZN with PbTiO3 can
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SXD. 
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valence requirements. Good qualitative
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planar nanodomains normal to each of the six
<110> directions. Within these domains the
displacement of Pb and Zn/Nb are found to be
correlated along <110> with the oxygen
moving opposite to Pb.
Further information: 
Prof TR Welberry, welberry@rsc.anu.edu.au
TR Welberry et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 38, (2005) 639.
GN Greaves (University of Wales, Aberystwyth),
F Meneau (ESRF, Grenoble)  O Majérus (École
Nationale Supérieure de Chimie de Paris),
DG Jones (University of Wales, Aberystwyth),
J Taylor (ISIS)
Glasses are characterised by a broad band of
low-frequency modes centred around a
terahertz called the Boson Peak, the origin of
which has many explanations, including sound
propagating vibrations or phonons found in
crystals. Neutrons, with their low energies and
long wavelengths, are excellent for detecting
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high resolution neutron spectroscopy, a team
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followed the decay of the Boson Peak in
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structures. Moreover a
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discovered.  These vibrations
do not propagate sound
and it is proposed that they
are the source of crystalline
instability at high
temperatures, and in glasses
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Further information: 
Prof GN Greaves,
gng@aber.ac.uk  
Science 308 (2005) 1299
(2005).
The displacement of a Pb atom from the centre of
its coordination polyhedron and the way correlated
regions of these displacements give rise to polar
nanodomains with 12 different orientations. 
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The observation of magnetic roughness in
multilayers patterned using self assembly 
Materials for technological applications
L-A Michez, P Steadman, M Ali, CH Marrows,
BJ Hickey (University of Leeds), M Toohey and
EW Hill (University of Manchester), RM Dalgliesh,
TR Charlton and S Langridge (ISIS)
The useful properties of magnetic multilayers
are derived from their interfaces, which can
possess both structural and magnetic
roughness. To study the influence of a
controlled surface morphology on the
relationship between these two forms of
disorder, we have prepared
antiferromagnetically coupled Co/Ru
multilayers on a nanoscale patterned
substrate. We used a self-assembled layer of
polymer nanospheres as a large area
lithographic mask to pattern an array of Au
nanodots over which the multilayer was
grown. The magnetic microstructure was
probed using off-specular neutron scattering. 
A quantitative analysis of our data
revealed that the patterning induces
previously unobserved concomitant
magnetic roughening of the system
with the same lateral lengthscale as
the physical patterning. 
For the optimisation and
understanding of the next
generation of nanoscale spin-
electronic devices, which rely on
interfacial magnetism, then
measurements such as these are
required to probe inter- and intra-
layer ordering, and separate bulk
from interfacial  phenomena at buried
interfaces - important information that cannot
be obtained through more conventional
magnetometry techniques.
Further information: 
Dr S Langridge, s.langridge@rl.ac.uk
AG Gordon, Z Stoeva, DH Gregory (University of
Nottingham) and RI Smith (ISIS)
Ternary nitridometallates Li3-x-yMxN (M=Cu, Ni,
Co, Mn) exhibit promising properties as anode
materials in lithium ion batteries. Knowledge
of the fundamental chemistry and properties
of these compounds is, however, sparse.
Using the high intensity powder diffraction
instrument, POLARIS, we have succeeded in
developing a more detailed understanding of
the structures and defect chemistry in these
ternary nitrides. The nitridocobaltates show
the best electrochemical performance among
this group of materials. From powder neutron
diffraction data, we found that doping levels
of x = 0.6 can be achieved in
nitridocobaltates, higher than previously
reported. Further, the levels of lithium
vacancies formed within the ionically
conducting [Li2-yN] planes (y ≈ 0.45) are
significantly higher than those previously
achieved by other researchers. The
electrochemical implications are that
considerable amounts of lithium ions can be
(de)intercalated into(from) the structure.
Charge balance is maintained by oxidation of
Co/N, and the formation of delocalised
1
∞
[(Co,Li)N] chains at high x are responsible
for enhanced electronic conductivity.  These
findings should be valuable in the design of
anodes with improved properties.
Further information: 
Dr DH Gregory,
Duncan.Gregory@Nottingham.ac.uk
AG Gordon et al, Chem. Commun., 24 (2004)
2812.
Structure of Li3-x-yCoxN nitrides. The hexagonal
unit cell is indicated by the green lines.
The in-plane angular variation of the
magnetisation in a patterned Co layer calculated
from neutron scattering data.
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Adsorption of phosphoryl choline
biosurfactants at the oil-water interface
Solution structure of the Tn3 
resolvase-crossover site synaptic complex
M Nöllmann, J He, O Byron and WM Stark
(University of Glasgow)
Site-specific recombinases bring about
programmed rearrangements of DNA
sequences by catalyzing cleavage and
rejoining of DNA strands at specific sites to
which they bind. Tn3 resolvase is such a
synaptic complex containing twelve
resolvase subunits and two res sites.
Hyperactive mutants of resolvase can form
a simpler complex (X synapse) containing a
resolvase tetramer and two shorter DNA
segments.  Two very different
configurations for the X-synapse have
been proposed: the ‘DNA-out’
configuration, in which the DNS fragments
are bound on the outside of the protein
tetramer and the ‘DNA-in’ configuration
where the two DNA duplexes come close
together at the center of the synapse, and
the catalytic domains are on the outside.
We have solved the low-resolution
solution structure of the purified,
catalytically competent X synapse from
small-angle neutron and X-ray scattering
data. Our analysis reveals that the X
synapse has a DNA-out structure. This has
implications for the architecture of the
natural synaptic complex and the
mechanism of strand exchange.
Further information: 
Dr O Byron, o.byron@bio.gla.ac.uk
M Nollmann et al., Molecular Cell 16 (2004) 127.
JRP Webster (ISIS), A Zarbakhsh (Queen Mary
College, London) and J Bowers (University of
Exeter)
Synthesis of the zwitterionic surfactant
hexadecyl phosporylcholine with either
protonated or deuteriated alkyl chains
has provided an opportunity to study
some of the differences in surfactant
packing at air-water and oil-water
interfaces. Two neutron reflectivity
experiments were performed, one with
the oil and water ‘contrast matched’ so
that the reflectivity arose from the oil-
water interface alone, and one where
D2O formed the bulk aqueous phase and
the reflectivity was sensitive to the water
distribution. From these measurements,
scattering length density (Nb) profiles
were derived which reveal the
distribution of components across the
interfaces. The D2O-based
measurements showed an increase in
Nb with surfactant concentration close
to the oil side of the interface,
indicating the presence of increasing
amounts of water in this layer. Since
the extended length of the surfactant
is ~35 Å it seems plausible that a
trilayer structure exists with a double
leaf of hydrated head groups close to
the oil side of the interfacial region.
This contrasts with measurements at
the air-water interface in which a
monolayer accommodates increased
surfactant by significant tilting of the
alkyl chains.
Further information: 
Dr JRP Webster, j.r.p.webster@rl.ac.uk
Mesh representation of the final X synapse
model into which two high resolution structures
for a homogenous molecule (lgdt, ribbons) have
been docked.
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Bioactive glasses for
promoting bone growth
Biomolecular systems
LJ Skipper, FE Sowrey, DM Pickup (University of
Kent), KO Drake (University of Warwick and ESRF,
Grenoble), ME Smith (University of Warwick),
P Saravanapavan, LL Hench (Imperial College
London), RJ Newport (University of Kent) and
Alex Hannon (ISIS)
With the increase in life expectancy, the
need for new materials to replace and
repair worn out and damaged tissues
becomes ever more important. Recent
work has focused on the use of the
relatively low temperature sol-gel route
for generating bioactive glasses, which
fuse to living bone and promote bone
regeneration.
The mechanism by which these
materials promote bone growth has been
strongly linked to evidence that the gene
activation necessary for tissue regeneration
is related to the release of soluble silica
and calcium ions from the bioactive glass.
A great deal of interest in the structure of
these materials has therefore been
engendered, particularly in the relationship
between structure and bioactivity, and
especially the nature and the role of the
Ca sites within the glass network. 
Using neutron diffraction with
isotopic substitution, we have directly
observed three Ca-O distances in a
bioactive (CaO)x(SiO2)1-x sol-gel glass and
quantified their respective contributions
to the bonding of Ca within the silica
network, providing a direct atomic-scale
explanation for the empirical observation
that calcium loss from these materials is
facile and can be achieved by simple ion
exchange with body fluid. 
Further information: 
Prof. RJ Newport, r.j.newport@kent.ac.uk
LJ Skipper et al., J Materials Chemistry 15 (2005)
2369.
G Reiter, C Burnham (University of Houston) and
A Kolesnikov (Argonne National Laboratory)
The movement of water through small
pores in cell membranes is of great
importance for the functioning of living
systems. While water is well understood
in bulk, its behaviour in confined spaces
such as the pores of living cells is not.
Carbon nanotubes provide a convenient
model system of the pores with which to
study the effects of the confinement on
the water properties. The first
experiments showed that the mean
square displacements of the water
protons in the nanotubes were much
greater than in bulk water. This was
attributed to motion of the protons in
the water molecules forming a chain
through the center of an ice cylinder.
Subsequent measurements
of the momentum
distribution of the protons
on VESUVIO have cast
doubt on this picture at low
temperatures, where all of
the protons appear to have
become dislodged  from their
oxygens. Even at room
temperature, the hydrogen bond
network is very far from that of
ordinary water or ice.  More
experiments are underway.
Further information: 
Prof G Reiter, greiter@uh.edu
A Kolesnikov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004)
035503.
Water in nanotubes: 
not the same old stuff!
Representative model scattering length density
profiles used to model the interfaces for (a)
hexadecane-solution with dC16hPC, (b)
hexadecane- solution with hC16hPC. The
aqueous phase is towards the right hand side, oil
phase towards the left.
Why replace, when you can regenerate?!
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Classical simulation of the structure of water in
14 Å diameter nanotubes. The structure was
relaxed from a  disordered initial configuration.
(O-red or yellow, H-white, C-brown)
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Inhomogeneous level splitting
in Pr2-xBixRu2O7
Quantum critical scaling and the origin of
non-Fermi-liquid behavior in Sc1-xUxPd3
SD Wilson (University of Tennessee), P Dai
(University of Tennessee/ORNL), DT Adroja (ISIS),
S-H Lee (NIST), J-H Chung (NIST), JW Lynn (NIST),
NP Butch and MB Maple (University of California)
Heavy fermion materials have been
widely studied due to the anomalous
deviation of their electronic properties
from the predictions of Fermi-liquid
theory. Understanding the microscopic
origin of this class of non Fermi-liquid
materials (NFL) presents a challenge to
modern condensed matter physics. One
increasingly common trait shared among
different NFL heavy fermion compounds
is the presence of a quantum critical
point (QCP) within their phase diagrams.
This QCP arises from the occurrence of a
quantum phase transition in which a
second order phase transition occurs as a
function of some
tuning parameter at
the temperature
absolute zero.
Quantum
fluctuations extend
these observed
anomalous
properties to finite
temperatures. In our
study of Sc1-xUxPd3, we identified such a
QCP and showed that the nature of the
QCP differs from the traditionally studied
antiferromagnetic QCPs. Our results thus
suggest that irrespective of the nature of
the zero temperature second order phase
transition, it will induce critical
phenomena and NFL behaviour at finite
temperatures.
Further information: 
Dr P Dai, daip@ornl.gov
S Wilson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005)
056402.
J van Duijn, C Broholm (Johns Hopkins
University), KH Kim, M Jaime (Los Alamos
Laboratory), N Hur, S-W Cheong (Rutgers
University), QZ Huang (NIST), D Adroja, MA
Adams, TG Perring (ISIS)
Strongly correlated electron systems have
been attracting the attention of
physicists for over 30 years, starting with
the discovery of heavy fermion behaviour
and then more recently high-TC
superconductivity and frustrated
magnetism. Pr2-xBixRu2O7 is a
geometrically frustrated system, which
upon increasing Bi doping undergoes an
insulator to metal transition. Near this
transition the specific heat is greatly
enhanced, reminiscent of ultra-heavy
fermion behaviour. In this work we used
the HET and IRIS spectrometers to
determine the
low energy
excitations that
give rise to this
behaviour. The
temperature and
wave vector
independent
neutron spectra and the diverging
susceptibility show inhomogeneous level
splitting of the Pr doublet ground-state
to be the origin of the greatly enhanced
low temperature specific heat. Our
comprehensive analysis links neutron,
specific heat, and susceptibility data in a
parameter free fashion and is important
because similar physics may be operative
in other magnets of recent notoriety.  
Further information: 
Dr J van Duijn, j.van.duijn@rl.ac.uk
J van Duijn et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005)
177201.
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Magnetic correlations in the precursor to a
new cobalt oxyhydride superconductor
Fundamental magnetism
AT Boothroyd, LM Helme, R Coldea,
D Prabhakaran (University of Oxford), DA Tennant
(HMI, Berlin) and CD Frost (ISIS)
In recent years superconductivity has
been found in many different materials,
but one of the most unusual is the
layered compound NaxCoO2. In 2003
this compound was found to exhibit
superconductivity in a narrow range of x
close to x = 1/3, but only after the
incorporation of water. There is
mounting evidence that the mechanism
of superconductivity in this material is
different from that in any other known
superconductor and, in particular, several
theories have emphasised the
importance of magnetism. In this work
we used the MAPS spectrometer to
study the magnetic response of a crystal
of NaxCoO2 with x = 0.75,
which is the precursor to the
superconducting phase. The
data revealed that the spins
within the Co layers tend to
align parallel to one another.
This was the first observation of
cooperative magnetic dynamics
in NaxCoO2, and the results
provide important insight into
the metallic state. The next step
will be to see whether this
behaviour persists into the
superconducting region.
Further information: 
Dr A Boothroyd, a.boothroyd@physics.ox.ac.uk
AT Boothroyd et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92 (2004)
197201, L M Helme et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94
(2005) 157206.
P Mendels, D Bono, J Bobroff, N Blanchard,
H Alloul, I Mukhamedshin, F Bert (Université
Paris-Sud), G Collin, D Colson (CE Saclay),
A Amato (Paul Scherrer Institut), A Hillier (ISIS)
Beyond their long-known ionic mobility
which opened the route to applications
for batteries, cobaltates are layered
compounds which are receiving
considerable attention after the discovery
of high thermoelectric power in metallic
Na0.7CoO2 and superconductivity, maybe
unconventional, in the hydrated
Na0.35CoO2 compound. A very rich
phase diagram seems to involve many
and possibly competing parameters such
as doping, charge order, magnetism,
frustration, and strong electronic
correlations, and the physics relates to
most topical problems in the field of
correlated systems. We
used µSR as a primary tool
to reveal the magnetic
phases of these compounds
at low T. We have found
that when the compounds
display strong correlations,
a magnetic order commensurate with
the network is observed. Mutiple phases,
all different, were clearly distinguished
for x ≥ 0.75. The x = 0.5 compound is at
the frontier between a correlated
metallic phase and a Pauli-like one.
Beyond its specific Na structural
ordering, it has a series of intriguing
commensurate magnetic transitions
unambiguously revaled by our work
which show that charge order is not the
only parameter at work in these systems.
Further information: 
Dr P Mendels, mendels@lps.u-psud.fr
P Mendels et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005)
136403.
The frequencies at the muon sites reveal a
cascade of magnetic transitions at 85 K, 48 K
and possibly 29 K.
Scattering from spin fluctuations in NaxCoO2. (a)
Data collected on MAPS. (b) Simulation based on
the magnetic structure shown on the right.
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(HMI, Berlin) and CD Frost (ISIS)
In recent years superconductivity has
been found in many different materials,
but one of the most unusual is the
layered compound NaxCoO2. In 2003
this compound was found to exhibit
superconductivity in a narrow range of x
close to x = 1/3, but only after the
incorporation of water. There is
mounting evidence that the mechanism
of superconductivity in this material is
different from that in any other known
superconductor and, in particular, several
theories have emphasised the
importance of magnetism. In this work
we used the MAPS spectrometer to
study the magnetic response of a crystal
of NaxCoO2 with x = 0.75,
which is the precursor to the
superconducting phase. The
data revealed that the spins
within the Co layers tend to
align parallel to one another.
This was the first observation of
cooperative magnetic dynamics
in NaxCoO2, and the results
provide important insight into
the metallic state. The next step
will be to see whether this
behaviour persists into the
superconducting region.
Further information: 
Dr A Boothroyd, a.boothroyd@physics.ox.ac.uk
AT Boothroyd et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92 (2004)
197201, L M Helme et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94
(2005) 157206.
P Mendels, D Bono, J Bobroff, N Blanchard,
H Alloul, I Mukhamedshin, F Bert (Université
Paris-Sud), G Collin, D Colson (CE Saclay),
A Amato (Paul Scherrer Institut), A Hillier (ISIS)
Beyond their long-known ionic mobility
which opened the route to applications
for batteries, cobaltates are layered
compounds which are receiving
considerable attention after the discovery
of high thermoelectric power in metallic
Na0.7CoO2 and superconductivity, maybe
unconventional, in the hydrated
Na0.35CoO2 compound. A very rich
phase diagram seems to involve many
and possibly competing parameters such
as doping, charge order, magnetism,
frustration, and strong electronic
correlations, and the physics relates to
most topical problems in the field of
correlated systems. We
used µSR as a primary tool
to reveal the magnetic
phases of these compounds
at low T. We have found
that when the compounds
display strong correlations,
a magnetic order commensurate with
the network is observed. Mutiple phases,
all different, were clearly distinguished
for x ≥ 0.75. The x = 0.5 compound is at
the frontier between a correlated
metallic phase and a Pauli-like one.
Beyond its specific Na structural
ordering, it has a series of intriguing
commensurate magnetic transitions
unambiguously revaled by our work
which show that charge order is not the
only parameter at work in these systems.
Further information: 
Dr P Mendels, mendels@lps.u-psud.fr
P Mendels et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005)
136403.
The frequencies at the muon sites reveal a
cascade of magnetic transitions at 85 K, 48 K
and possibly 29 K.
Scattering from spin fluctuations in NaxCoO2. (a)
Data collected on MAPS. (b) Simulation based on
the magnetic structure shown on the right.
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Highlights of ISIS science ISIS2005 Review of the year
Manipulating surface adsorption
using polyelectrolytes
Elongational flow induced ordering in
surfactant micelles and mesophases
J Penfold (ISIS), E Staples, I Tucker, P Carroll,
I Clayton, JS Cowan and G Lawton (Unilever).
Spatially resolved small angle neutron
scattering, SANS, enables the structures
induced in complex fluids to be studied
during the application of a range of
industrially-relevant flow fields. Most
studies have focused on shear flow, in
cone and plate or couette geometries,
overlooking the importance of
extensional or elongational flow as
found in extruders or pipes. SANS
measurements have been used to map
the orientational ordering in a specially
designed cell using ‘opposed slots’ to
develop elongational flow. The variation
in the scattered intensity contour maps
has been measured at 3 mm intervals,
across the shaded section of the figure
inset, for the mixed
cationic / non-ionic
surfactants of 2, 3-di-
heptadecyl ester
ethoxy-n-propyl-1
(DHTAC) / octadecyl
monododecyl ether (C18E10), 15 wt%
DHTAC / 0.5 wt% C18E10. The lamellar
fragments formed by these mixed
surfactants are strongly aligned in the
flow direction. The evolution of the
orientational ordering over the cell
aperture reveals the flow velocity
pattern, and illustrates that there are
regions where there are more complex
patterns of behaviour.
Further information: 
Dr J Penfold, j.penfold@rl.ac.uk
J Penfold (ISIS), I Tucker (Unilever), R K Thomas
and J Zhang (University of Oxford)
Polymer-surfactant mixtures are
extensively used in a wide range of
applications, such as fabric and hair
conditioners, shampoos, paints, coatings,
cosmetics, foodstuffs and drug delivery
systems. The surface and solution
properties of non-ionic polymer /
surfactant mixtures are relatively well-
understood, the polymer acting as a
viscosity modifier, stabiliser and
deposition aid. However,
polyelectrolyte/ionic surfactant mixtures
exhibit a more complicated behaviour
due to the presence of strong surface
interactions and the formation of surface
complexes. Specular neutron reflectivity
with isotopic substitution provides the
opportunity to measure
both the structure and
composition of the mixed
polymer/surfactant layers
at an interface.  
The figure compares
the adsorption of a linear
poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) /
SDS mixture with other polymer /
surfactant mixtures. Both branched and
linear forms of the polymer demonstrate
a remarkable enhancement in the
adsorption of SDS at the air-solution
interface, down to surfactant
concentrations as low as 10-6 M.
However, for the branched polymer there
is a transition from a monolayer to multi-
layer adsorption, which is dependent on
surfactant concentration and pH. 
Further information: 
Dr J Penfold, j.penfold@rl.ac.uk
14
Advanced molecular systems
M Telling (ISIS), W Zajac (Institute of Nuclear
Physics PAN, Kraków), S Urban (Jagiellonian
University, Kraków) and B Gabrys´ (University of
Oxford)
Contemporary liquid crystal (LC) displays
are made of complex, patent-protected
mixtures of many substances. Most
commonly encountered, however, are so
called twisted nematic cells. Their
performance, including the temperature
range of the nematic phase, is controlled
via specific reorientational properties of
alkyl or alkoxy chains of LC molecules.  
Quasielastic neutron scattering
experiments on OSIRIS have provided a
deeper insight into the rotational
dynamics in p,p’-di-heptyl-azoxybenzene
(HAB, 7AOB), a symmetric molecule with
a dipole moment in its centre.
Measurements on hydrogenous and ring-
deuterated samples revealed that,
contrary to what is often believed, fast
reorientation within the alkyl chains is
possible even in the solid phase. In the
smectic A and nematic phases the
motional complexity can be satisfactorily
described within the so called ‘stretched
exponential’ approach, pointing to a
range of motional frequencies rather
than assuming one or two well-defined
types of stochastic motion which would
lead to unphysical Q-dependence of the
QENS line width.
Further information: 
Dr W Zajac, Wojciech.Zajac@ifj.edu.pl
S Urban et al., Z. Naturforsch. 59a (2004) 674.
Studies of possible correlations between
the properties of molecular
superconductors have enabled an
unexpected and exciting discovery.
Drawing on recent work using µSR
techniques at ISIS and elsewhere,
alongside conductivity studies stretching
back to the discovery of the first
molecular superconductors in the early
1980s, a new law has been revealed for
molecular superconductors. This law
describes how the strength of the
superconducting state, as measured by
its ability to shield magnetic fields and
withstand exposure to heat, depends on
the strength of the electrical conductivity
of the normal metallic state. Remarkably,
and somewhat counter-intuitively, it is
found that for the case of molecular
superconductors the
weaker the normal
metallic state, the
stronger are the
properties of the
superconducting
state. This
behaviour is
completely opposite
to what is seen in
most other
superconductors.
Understanding this
unique property of molecular
superconductors poses a considerable
challenge for condensed matter
physicists.
Further information: 
Dr FL Pratt, f.l.pratt@rl.ac.uk
FL Pratt and SJ Blundell, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94
(2005) 097006.
Schematic representation of reorientation within
the HAB molecule (alkyl chain kink via ‘molecular
mechanics’ simulation corresponding to several
picoseconds in real time).
A new law for molecular
superconductors
FL Pratt (ISIS) and SJ Blundell (University of Oxford)
Comparison of SDS adsorption for 25k molecular
weight linear PEI / SDS pH 10, SDS, SDS / poly-
dmdaac, and SDS / PEO, showing pronounced
enhancement of SDS adsorption in the presence
of polyelectrolytes at very low SDS
concentrations.Rb3C60: poor metal, strong superconductor.
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cell. Strong elongational flow occurs from this
point along the y-axis.
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Texture analysis of
prehistoric copper axes
The RAL Front End 
Test Stand
MA Clarke-Gayther, DC Faircloth, DJS Findlay,
F Gerigk (ISIS), PF Harrison (University of
Warwick), AP Letchford (ISIS) and KR Long
(Imperial College London)
High Power Proton Accelerators (HPPAs)
have many possible applications
including drivers for spallation neutron
sources, neutrino factories, waste
transmuters and tritium production
facilities. These applications typically
propose beam powers of 5 MW or more
compared to the highest beam power
achieved from a pulsed proton
accelerator in routine operation of 0.16
MW at ISIS. In order to contribute to the
development of such machines, a front
end test stand is being constructed at
RAL in collaboration with Imperial
College London and the University of
Warwick. The aim is to demonstrate that
chopped, low energy beams of high
quality can be produced and to allow
generic experiments exploring a variety
of operational regimes. The RAL front
end test stand has five main
components: a 60 mA H- ion source, a
low energy beam transport, a Radio
Frequency Quadrupole accelerator, a
high speed beam chopper, and a
comprehensive suite of diagnostics. The
aim is to demonstrate production of a
60 mA, 2 ms, 50 pps, chopped H- beam
at 3 MeV.
Further information: 
Mr A Letchford, a.letchford@rl.ac.uk
Nuclear Physics B 149 (2005) 323
G Artioli, M Dapiaggi (Università di Milano),
L Lutterotti (Università di Trento),
W Kockelmann (ISIS)
Prehistoric metal objects are important
remains of past cultures, and rare
Copper Age tools are the only available
signs of the beginning of human
metallurgical processes. Such unique
objects can not be sampled and studied
by conventional invasive metallographic
techniques to assess their history and
manufacturing techniques. Penetrating
neutron beams combined with modern
crystallographic methods such as crystal
grain analysis can provide a new, non-
invasive method to investigate ancient
metals. State-of-the-art crystallographic
texture analysis based on neutron
diffraction data has been applied to
about 20
prehistoric
copper axes from
Northern Italy, Tyrol
and Switzerland, in order
to investigate systematically
for the first time the early stages
of Alpine copper metallurgy. The texture
results indicate that in 3rd millennium BC
most axes were cast in bivalve moulds
and then weakly worked mechanically
for shaping and not for hardening. After
mild cold working or extensive use in the
soft state the axes were systematically
thermally annealed. As exceptions, one
axe was found to be in the partially
hardened state, and only the Iceman axe
was found to be unworked in the as-cast
state.
Further information: 
Prof G Artioli, artioli@iummix.terra.unimi.it
G Artioli et al., Proc. of the Int. Conf. on
‘Archaeometallurgy in Europe’, Associazione
Italiana di Metallurgia 2 (2003) 19.
Thermal analysis by Imperial College of part of a possible RFQ design for the RAL Front End Test Stand
project.
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Following engineering processes in-situ: 
stresses due to electro-discharge machining
Technologies new… and old!
CE Truman, DJ Smith (University of Bristol) and
E Kingston (Veqter Ltd)
ENGIN-X, the dedicated engineering
diffractometer at ISIS, enables the
stresses evolved in real engineering
processes to be studied in-situ and often
in real time.  Electro-discharge machining
(EDM) is such a process which is
important in a wide range of
engineering applications. In particular, it
is used for mechanical strain relief in the
deep hole drilling (DHD) method of
residual stress measurement. This
technique allows stresses to be measured
very deep inside engineering
components: to date, up to 450 mm has
been achieved inside steel.  However, the
DHD analysis assumes that the EDM
process is itself stress free. In order to
ensure that stresses measured using DHD
are accurate, it is important to test this
assumption. To this end, ENGIN-X has
been used to measure in-situ the strains
generated by EDM, using novel portable
DHD equipment developed at Bristol
University. The results confirmed that
although the EDM process introduced
high elastic thermal strains, it did not
generate any additional residual stresses.
Further information: 
Dr CE Truman, c.e.truman@bris.ac.uk
S Hossain et al., Mat. Sci. and Eng. A 373 (2004)
339.
K. Shankland and T Griffin (ISIS) 
With the purchase of United Devices’
Grid MP software last year, a robust
system for distributed computing at ISIS
using existing PC resources is now a
reality.  The system, currently working
with around one hundred CPUs
connected, has seen recent heavy usage
as a result of the implementation of the
VITESS and McStas instrument
simulation codes.  The codes are ideally
suited for distributed computing, as
different instrument configurations can
be simulated independently and statistics
can be improved by running multiple
instances of the same simulation with
different random number seeds.  By way
of example of the power that can be
accessed, a recent series of VITESS runs
simulating the HET instrument from the
moderator to the 2.5 m detector
accumulated some 4200 hours (ca. 6
months) of CPU time in only 48 hours.  
Further information: 
Dr K Shankland, k.shankland@rl.ac.uk
Schematic layout of the HET instrument from
the simulation perspective, showing the
detector, sample, chopper and source positions.
Portable deep hole drilling equipment being
used to perform in situ electro-discharge
machining on ENGIN-X.
Grid powers up for Second Target
Station instrument design
Crystallographic texture analysis based on
neutron diffraction data provide a new powerful
tool to investigate prehistoric metals by totally
non-invasive procedures.
Tmax = 50.3°C Dmax = 0.051mm
Tmax = 35.3°C Dmax = 0.014mm
5.66
1 mrd
0.48
1.92
1 mrd
0.64
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SANDALS
Work on the SANDALS detector
refurbishment has continued
throughout the year. The
complete detector suite and
electronics and wiring have
been removed and the
blockhouse upgraded with
new lighting and a powerful,
state-of-the-art air
conditioning system - the most
advanced of any of the ISIS
instruments so far. This device
controls the temperature in the
blockhouse to ±0.5K, with
cold air being blown in at the
top and a series of fans to
distribute the air uniformly.
Some of the ZnS scintillating
elements were replaced where
they were found to have
degraded over time. The old
photo-multiplier tubes were
stripped out and replaced
with new, magnetically
shielded tubes. In addition
the detector modules themselves
have been surrounded in Mumetal shields to
further protect the detectors from the
magnetic field disruption that led to the
detector crash originally. The electronics
have been replaced with GEM-style
digitizing electronics, and completely new
cabling has been installed. Some 33 detector
modules (660 detector elements) are now
operational and have been thoroughly
tested. Preliminary tests with the new
detector system are encouraging, with
stabilities at the 0.2% level being recorded
for real data taken on the beamline. This is
as good as can be determined with the
available count rates. At the same time the
instrument cabin has been refurbished with
new computers and furniture. The first users
of the upgraded SANDALS are scheduled for
the September run cycle, after a gap of
nearly two years.
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MERLIN
MERLIN will be a high count rate, medium
resolution, chopper spectrometer, with a very large
solid angle of detectors covering nearly 180° in
the horizontal plane and ±30° in the vertical
plane. This large solid angle and the incorporation
of supermirror guides will mean that MERLIN will
have a count rate some thirty times that of HET.
Although the majority of the project is going well,
due to problems with the construction of the tank
the start of the
commissioning of MERLIN
will be delayed until
February 2006. The project
contained funding for 70%
detector coverage and so a
bid has been prepared for
the facilities development
fund to complete the
detector banks.
Instrument developments
Development at ISIS is a continuous process, driven both in response to the changing needs of
the user community and to maintain ISIS as a world-class neutron and muon source. Evolution of
the existing instruments, and design and construction of new ones, open up fresh opportunities
for materials investigations.  Some of the major improvements over the past year on First Target
Station Instruments are described here.
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showing that, whilst
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chopper are limited to
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Hz 2.5eV can be
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MAPS
The MAPS spectrometer is optimised to measure high energy magnetic
excitations (> ~50 meV) in single crystals with energy resolution 1-5%
depending on choice of monochromating chopper. Its design builds on the
experience gained from the existing chopper spectrometers HET and MARI
at ISIS, where the techniques to use pulsed neutron sources for these
experiments were pioneered. MAPS now has the capability to run a 100 Hz
T0 chopper, improving the spectrometer’s performance at high neutron
energies. The development from 50 Hz to 100 Hz has required a number of
mechanical, electrical and control philosophy changes and took advantage
of various improvements in motor drive technology and advances in
analytical mechanical design.  The new chopper was installed and
commissioned this year.
The MAPS 100 Hz T0
chopper.
HRPD
The Crystallography Group have been
awarded £1.5 M through the CCLRC
Facility Development Grant scheme to
replace the neutron guide on HRPD using
modern super mirror technology.  HRPD
was built in the mid-eighties as part of the
day-1 ISIS instrument suite and is showing
clear signs of age.  The instrument has
benefited from the recent addition of a
large 90º detector bank and guide
replacement is now timely following the
resolution of the interaction of the HRPD
beamline with the development of TS-2. 
The new guide will provide a factor
10 flux gain on average and significantly
more at shorter wavelengths.  This will
have a major impact across the core
programme on the instrument and enable
important experiments that are presently
flux limited to be carried out.  HRPD is a
flagship instrument for ISIS and the UK
user community as a whole.  The upgrade
will strengthen this invaluable asset,
adding significant new capabilities in
topical, high-impact research fields.
Simulated flux distribution for the present HRPD
and the proposed upgrade (elliptical guide option).
The gains in flux offered at short wavelengths
(short times of flight) are clearly seen.
Installation of the
MERLIN instrument tank.
Schematic of the MERLIN
spectrometer.
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Muon Instruments
The long shut-down saw some big changes to the
MuSR spectrometer at the ISIS muon facility.
MuSR has been a workhorse of muon experiments
since 1987, and the first significant changes since
then saw a doubling of the instrument detector
array, together with a move to data collection via
a modified ISIS DAE-II system and full PC
experiment control. Successful commissioning of
the new detectors means the instrument can now
run at twice the data rate possible previously.
The detector array on the EMU muon
instrument has also be completely refurbished
after over 10 years of operation, and a new
reflector furnace, capable of reaching
temperatures up to 1500 K, has been developed
for the spectrometer.  
Finally, watch this space for news of larger
muon developments over the next two or three
years.  A grant of £2.1M has been awarded to the
ISIS Muon Group and Prof. Stephen Blundell at
Oxford University for the building of a new high-
field muon instrument.  This will provide new
opportunities for the muon technique at ISIS
across a wide range of science areas.  
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LOQ, CRISP and SURF
A new, multi-mirror, remnant field,
polarisation analyser has recently been
installed and commissioned on
CRISP. The new analyser
allows spin-analysis of both
the specular and non-
specular beam. The analyser
has replaced the existing
single mirror analyser and flipper arrangement
which could only spin-analyse the specular beam.
The new assembly will significantly decrease
experimental set up times by simplifying the
alignment procedure, especially for small samples.
The performance of the mirror has met
expectations and is now available for routine use.
Indeed, the analyser performs at ~97% efficiency
and outperforms the incident polariser.
A new linear scintillator for CRISP has been
installed and commissioned and provides a 300
mm long active area with a 1.2 mm pixel size.
Importantly, the detector will not be damaged by
over exposure to the main ISIS beam. Continuing
the improvements in neutron detection, LOQ has a
new incident beam monitor which has reduced
background scattering compared to the previous
monitor.
The blockhouse of SURF has been repainted
and the floor resealed. Beam transport
measurements with He and Ar flight paths have
yielded promising results which may have
important consequences for both first and second
target station instruments. For sample
environment development a computer controlled
peristalitic pump has been commissioned for the
reflectometers which provides rapid and reliable
sample changes. A replacement CO2 Pressure Cell
for LOQ is currently under design. The design
specification is rated to 500 bar and 100°C and
will have sapphire optical windows allowing a
path length between 2 and 5 mm. The cell is
expected to be available from Spring 2006.
Software development has focused on 2
areas: the reduction and visualisation of off-
specular data for the reflectometers and the
porting of COLETTE. The off-specular suite is now
in routine use on the reflectometers based on the
popular MATLAB™ package whilst COLETTE, the
time of flight SANS reduction package is presently
being moved from VMS to the windows platform.
Engineering Science Group
ENGIN-X has continued to evolve over the past
year.  The automated experimental system is now
complete.  Once a sample’s geometry has been
recorded using the coordinate measurement
machine or a computer model, it can be precisely
located within minutes using two theodolites, and
then represented in the virtual laboratory software
(SSCANSS) for automated strain scanning and
analysis.  The stored metadata allows the
experimental set-up to be entirely re-constructed
and viewed graphically.
Graphical representation of experimental set-up for
measurement of engineering components on ENGIN-X.
Another major development is the recent
acquisition and commissioning of a new 100 kN
Instron hydraulic stress rig to complement the
existing 50 kN rig.  The new machine follows
similar design principles to the earlier rig but is
capable of applying greater loads to larger
samples, and features modernised control
electronics and hydraulic power supply.   As well
as providing important back up, the availability of
two stress rigs will allow simultaneous online and
offline mechanical testing; for example for sample
pre-fatiguing and characterisation.
The pixellated transmission detector is now
fully operational to be used for fast strain and
phase mapping of bulk specimens with a spatial
resolution of 2x2 mm2. 
Adrian Hillier (Muon Group) and Matt Clarke
(Computing Group) looking at muon data
on MuSR taken with the new data
acquisition system.
The CRISP analyser mirror
assembly on its 4 axis
positioning table.
Muon experiments using
pulsed lasers are a recent
venture but open up new
possibilities for the
technique.  Here we see
James Lord (left, ISIS
Muon Group), Khashayar
Ghandi (front right, UBC,
Vancouver) and Ian Clark
(Central Laser Facility)
during an experiment on
muon interactions with
excited molecular states.
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instruments. The decoupled moderator will have a
primary helium cooling circuit connected via a
heat exchanger so that methane can be
condensed and frozen directly into the moderator.
This moderator has multi-vane gadolinium
poisoning to give narrow pulse shapes. 
Target and Moderator design
The target shielding monolith is required to
contain the neutron-producing target and protect
workers in the experimental hall.  The 12 metre
diameter by 7 metre high steel and concrete
structure closely follows the existing target station
design. The interior contains the target and
moderator assembly surrounded by a stainless
steel containment vessel filled with helium.
Eighteen radial beam ports allow neutrons to
travel out to the instruments. 
Neutrons will be produced by protons
colliding with a solid cylinder of tungsten clad
with tantalum. The proton beam will deliver 48
kW of energy to the target, with the heat being
removed by flowing D2O through four thin
aerofoil channels over the outer target surface.
Two cold methane and hydrogen
moderators will maximise the production of long
wavelength neutrons and give the neutron pulse
profiles required by the instruments. The coupled
grooved moderator consists of two chambers, one
of which will contain flowing liquid hydrogen. The
moderator generates an intense, long-wavelength
flux with broad pulse shapes from two distinct
faces. A solid-methane face with a deep narrow
groove giving high brightness has been designed
for small angle scattering and reflectometer
Second Target Station ISIS2005  Review of the year
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Construction of the experimental hall for the
Second Target Station Project has raced ahead
over the last few months bringing the project
one step closer to reality. The last piece of steel in
the main structural frame of the building was put
in place on 14 June, when ISIS Director Andrew
Taylor, Costain Director Mark Hyam and CCLRC
Chief Executive John Wood presided over a short
ceremony to mark the event. 
The Project has attracted significant extra
funding to construct the initial instrument suite.
Minister for Science and Innovation Lord
Sainsbury announced a further £27.5 million
funding in October 2004 followed by a separate
award of e11 million from the European Union.
This is the first time that the EU has supported a
facility
construction
project through
the Construction
of New
Infrastructures
activity of the
Structuring the
European Research
Area programme
in Framework
Programme 6. 
Professor Sir David King, the UK’s Chief
Scientific Advisor, inaugurated the Technical
Support Building on 16  December 2004 during
the ISIS 20th anniversary celebrations. 
Instruments
A technical review of the first seven instruments
held on 8 November 2004 gave the green light to
the seven instrument design teams to proceed to
manufacture. Each instrument was assessed
against the scientific application originally
presented to the SAC, cost effectiveness and
practicality of the design, and delivery of the
anticipated performance. The review panel was
led by SAC Chairman Bob Thomas (Oxford
University) and included Masatoshi Arai (J-PARC,
Japan), Jack Carpenter (IPNS, USA), Werner Press
(ILL, France), Roger Eccleston (Sheffield Hallam
University) and Project Scientist Jeff Penfold.
All seven instruments are targeted at the
major science themes of the project: bio-science,
soft matter and advanced materials. offSPEC,
polREF and Inter are state-of-the-art instruments
for surface and interface experiments; SANS2d is a
small angle scattering instrument; and there are
two instruments for structural studies: WISH for
high-resolution magnetic crystallography, and
NIMROD for studying near and intermediate range
order in liquids and disordered materials. A high-
resolution spectrometer, LET, rounds off the first
phase instruments.  Contracts for beamline
component design and manufacture are now
being placed, including the LET detector tank, two
1 m2 position sensitive detectors for SANS2d,
instrument blockhouses and the elliptical neutron
guide system for WISH and the spin-echo system
to be installed on polREF. 
Second Target Station Project
Work has continued apace on the
new ISIS Second Target Station, with
significant progress on the new target
station building, instrument suite and
proton beamline design. First
neutrons are expected in late 2007,
with the experimental programme
due to start in autumn 2008.
The Second Target
Station building frame
nearing completion.
The final piece steel for
the building frame being
lowered into place.
Proton beam line
The 143 m proton beamline will transport 60 µA of
protons to the new target.  
One pulse in five from the main proton beam
will be diverted to the second target station to
produce neutrons at a frequency of 10 Hz.
Design of the extracted proton beam is at an
advanced stage. 35 focusing quadrupole magnets
and 8 bending magnets are required to steer the
beam and a new septum magnet and asymmetric
dipole bending magnet must be inserted into the
existing synchrotron equipment to split off the new
beam. Major orders have now been placed for the
manufacture of quadruple magnets and beam
profile monitors.
Beamline components for extraction of the second target
station beam from the ISIS synchrotron.
Schematic of the new target station.
Plan of the offSPEC instrument.
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Project Engineering Group
The Project Engineering Group have been heavily
involved in a wide variety of work for the Second
Target Station over the past year.  This has
included detailed studies of the thermal properties
of the neutron moderators around the production
target, computational fluid
dynamics studies to optimise
cooling for the neutron
production target and design
work for the target void
vessel including stress and
structural analysis.
Analysis of the void vessel for the
neutron target of the Second
Target Station, showing stresses
induced when under vacuum. 
Injector Group
The year saw the successful installation and
commissioning of the ISIS Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) pre-injector which has replaced
the ageing Cockcroft-Walton DC system. H- ions
from the ion source are bunched and accelerated
in the RFQ before entering the linear accelerator
(linac). As well as improved reliability, the
efficiency of the RFQ allows the possibility of
accelerating more charge in the linac. 
The Injector Group also carries out R&D on
H- ion sources to provide for the requirements of
next generation of high power particle
accelerators. A better understanding of the
electromagnetics within the source and extensive
thermodynamic modelling over the past year has
led to improved pulse lengths and currents
>60 mA being achieved. 
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underway and the first item, the
resonant capacitor bank, was
changed in 2002, freeing up space
for the installation of other
components. Four 400kVA
(320kW) static converters
were installed as part of the
new AC make-up power
supplies in September 2004,
and the existing single large
energy storage choke will be
replaced in due course by ten
smaller (200mH) chokes. 
Controls Group
The Controls Group highlights of the year
included removal of another obsolete GEC
computer from its control system role,
development of six front-end systems and
associated software for the RFQ, 2nd harmonic RF
control software, significant work on diagnostics
PXI/LabView systems, compact PCI design for
future front end systems, initial design of a new
timing system for the Second Target Station,
specifying an extra 800 channels for the new
Personnel Protection system, a new beam current
display system and improvements to our computer
/network management.
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Operations and Installations Group
The long shutdown during the year saw much
involvement in the build, testing and installation
of the RFQ in the linac, the final two synchrotron
second harmonic RF systems and preparation for
the Muon Ionisation and Cooling Experiment
(MICE). RFQ installation required a revised beam
permit chain for operation, and both the linac and
second harmonic systems have needed upgrades
to the ISIS cooling water systems, together with
new vacuum components. Work has also started
on changes to the ISIS Personnel Protection and
Beam Permit interlock systems necessary for ISIS to
operate with two neutron targets. These systems
must provide the flexibility necessary to operate
beams, at different repetition rates, in dual or
single target mode, whilst at the same time
ensuring personnel protection. 
Electrical Engineering Group
The main magnet power supply is responsible for
delivering the time-varying current to the
synchrotron dipole magnets during the beam
acceleration process.  It comprises four systems in
a ‘White Circuit’ configuration: a 125MVAr
resonant capacitor bank, a 2H 120 tonne energy
storage choke, a 750kW AC make-up motor
alternator set and a 1MW DC bias supply. A
programme of replacing these obsolete systems is
Accelerator and Target developments
Much of the Accelerator and Target development
activity this year has focused on installation of the new
radio-frequency quadrupole pre-injector and the final
two synchrotron RF cavities for the second harmonic
upgrade of the accelerator, together with continued
preparations for the ISIS Second Target Station. 
Some of the team who worked on the build and replacement of the
reflector. From L to R:John Chapman, Andrew Coombs, Mike Ruddle,
Andy Robinson (ISIS).
Synchrotron Group
The four new synchtrotron RF accelerating cavities required for the
second harmonic upgrade have been undergoing commissioning tests
under normal beam conditions. Together with the six fundamental RF
cavities, the second harmonic system will allow the 50% extra current
produced by the linac to be trapped and accelerated whilst keeping
the absolute proton losses at the same level as before.  
The Group has also started a new programme of R&D to study
the mechanisms causing beam loss at high intensities, work which
will underpin future upgrades and new machines. Related to this, the
Diagnostics Section, together with the ISIS Detector Group, have
developed a new beam loss system that can be placed along the
length of a synchrotron dipole. The new system has already detected
beam loss not seen by the convential monitoring system.
Mel Loft, a sandwich student from Bournemouth University working within the
Synchrotron Diagnostics section, here seen testing electronic subsystems that will
form part of the new Target Station 2 diagnostics package.
Experimental Halls Group
During the summer shutdown of 2004, the main ISIS target, reflector and
moderator assembly underwent a major £1M refit. The original reflector
and light water moderator assemblies were taken apart using remote
manipulation; all of the components removed where highly radioactive
and numerous trial runs were carried out to ensure a successful
operation. The new reflector is designed to improve remote handling and
enable operation at 300 µA proton current. An additional view port has
also been added to the south side of the reflector assembly to enable the
new MERLIN instrument to see the light water moderator. 
Jim Gray (ISIS) with
one of the
prototype 40 mH
chokes of the main
magnet power
supply.
Project Engineering Group
The Project Engineering Group have been heavily
involved in a wide variety of work for the Second
Target Station over the past year.  This has
included detailed studies of the thermal properties
of the neutron moderators around the production
target, computational fluid
dynamics studies to optimise
cooling for the neutron
production target and design
work for the target void
vessel including stress and
structural analysis.
Analysis of the void vessel for the
neutron target of the Second
Target Station, showing stresses
induced when under vacuum. 
Injector Group
The year saw the successful installation and
commissioning of the ISIS Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) pre-injector which has replaced
the ageing Cockcroft-Walton DC system. H- ions
from the ion source are bunched and accelerated
in the RFQ before entering the linear accelerator
(linac). As well as improved reliability, the
efficiency of the RFQ allows the possibility of
accelerating more charge in the linac. 
The Injector Group also carries out R&D on
H- ion sources to provide for the requirements of
next generation of high power particle
accelerators. A better understanding of the
electromagnetics within the source and extensive
thermodynamic modelling over the past year has
led to improved pulse lengths and currents
>60 mA being achieved. 
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underway and the first item, the
resonant capacitor bank, was
changed in 2002, freeing up space
for the installation of other
components. Four 400kVA
(320kW) static converters
were installed as part of the
new AC make-up power
supplies in September 2004,
and the existing single large
energy storage choke will be
replaced in due course by ten
smaller (200mH) chokes. 
Controls Group
The Controls Group highlights of the year
included removal of another obsolete GEC
computer from its control system role,
development of six front-end systems and
associated software for the RFQ, 2nd harmonic RF
control software, significant work on diagnostics
PXI/LabView systems, compact PCI design for
future front end systems, initial design of a new
timing system for the Second Target Station,
specifying an extra 800 channels for the new
Personnel Protection system, a new beam current
display system and improvements to our computer
/network management.
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Craig Bull and Malcolm
Guthrie (University of
Edinburgh) using the
new RAL-built cooling
head mount and orienter
for the Paris-Edinburgh
cell, designed for high
pressure work on SXD.
05EC2935
David Bacon (the Open
University / CORUS) using
ENGIN-X to study stress
distributions in pipe
welds. 05EC3291
Amit Keren and Rinat
Ofer (TECHNION - Israel
Institute of Technology)
working on MuSR to
exploring the coexistence
of magnetism and
superconductivity in high-
Tc material. 05EC2956
Silvia Imberti, Claudia
Pantalei (University of
Rome - Tor Vergata),
Enrico Perelli Cippo
(University of Milano-
Bicocca) and Tyno Abdul-
Redah (ISIS) during their
experiment on VESUVIO
to investigate the proton
momentum distribution
of liquid water from
room temperature to the
supercritical phase.
05EC2999
Clare Leavey (University
of Southampton)
preparing a sample for a
ROTAX experiment, to
look at magnetic order in
the pseudo one-
dimensional intermetallic
compounds LaMn4Al8
and PrMn4Al8. 05EC2910
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Dave Stringer, Steve
Payne, Steve Jago with a
new beam profile
monitor which was
installed into synchrotron
straight 6 during the
2004 long shutdown.
Sarah Whitehead and
Alex Pertica, the latest
members of the
Synchrotron Diagnostics
section shown here
calibrating a ‘split plate’
beam position monitor.
This work is in
preparation for the
testing and calibration of
the new Second Target
Station beam position
monitors.
Adrian Morris with the
new Second Harmonic
Cavity located in
Superperiod 4.
The existing tungsten
neutron target is
scheduled for
replacement during the
August 2005
maintenance period; the
new target (seen here)
will have a life
expectancy of
approximately 5 years.
The operation will take
place using remote
manipulator arms and
CCTV images, and the
old target will be
disposed of into a long
term storage flask
destined for Sellafield.
Terry Western building 
up a spare fundamental
RF cavity.
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Neutron Scattering from Biological
Systems
The Cosener’s House, Abingdon, was the venue
for a Meeting on Neutron Scattering from
Biological Systems, on 13-14 December, 2004,
under the auspices of the BCA Physical
Crystallography Group and the IoP Structural
Condensed Matter Physics Group. A broad range
of topics was covered, including neutron protein
crystallography, neutron fibre diffraction, small-
angle scattering and reflectometry from systems
such as enzymes, amyloids, membranes, proteins
absorbed on surfaces, drug delivery vehicles,
biosensors and so on. Nine invited talks were
given by a series of expert speakers and there
were many excellent posters throughout the
meeting.
Theory Symposium
A symposium to celebrate 25 years of continuing
contribution by Stephen Lovesey in Condensed-
Matter Theory at the ISIS Facility and the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was held in early
April. It began with a dinner at the Cosener’s
House  on the evening of 7th April, 2005, which
was attended by many distinguished guests and
colleagues, and was followed on the next day by a
workshop at RAL with 12 invited talks on
condensed-matter physics.
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Neutron and Muon Training
Courses
This year’s ISIS Neutron and Muon Training
Courses were held successfully between 19-
24 June and 21-25 February, respectively.
The muon course saw 17 participants from
the UK, Europe and Africa spending 5 days
at ISIS, learning the basics of the technique
from experts in the area and running
experiments on the ISIS muon instruments.
At the neutron course we were particulary
honoured to have one of the pioneers of
pulsed neutron sources, Prof. Colin Windsor,
FRS, as our guest speaker at the Course
Dinner in Oxford. He gave a delightful talk
on the earliest experiments done in the
Condensed Matter Hut of the old Harwell
4kW electron Linac in 1976, and even
mentioned some familiar names including
Brian Boland, Zoe Bowden and Andrew
Taylor! Information on future Training
Courses can be found on the ISIS website
(www.isis.rl.ac.uk/trainingcourse and
www.isis.rl.ac.uk/muons).
Workshop on Computational
Methods in Spectroscopy
A highly successful two-day workshop on
Computational Methods for the Exploitation of
Vibrational Spectra was held at the Cosener’s
House in early October, 2004, organised by ISIS
staff. It was a largely practical course involving the
use of state-of-the-art software Gaussian03,
DMOL3 and CASTEP; their areas of applications,
limitations and advanced use were illustrated. The
Workshop attracted 22 participants from a wide
range of backgrounds and experience, with a
quarter being from outside the neutron
community. It is proposed that the Workshop be
run again in autumn 2006, to cater for the
considerable level of demand for such training.
A year around the facility
MuSR2005
The 10th International Conference on Muon Spin Rotation, Relaxation
and Resonance was held in Oxford in August, organised by the ISIS
Muon Group and Prof. Stephen Blundell’s Group from the Physics
Department at Oxford University.  170 attendees from 17 countries
submitted some 200 abstracts between them, and enjoyed a packed
week of talks, posters and discussions covering the wide range of
science areas where muons are employed. Plenary speakers from
outside the µSR field gave lectures on high-Tc superconductors,
geometrically frustrated systems, hyperfine coupling in muoniated
radicals, magnetic correlations in cobaltates and the energetics of Mu
and H in semiconductors. The conference week was preceded by an
afternoon of introductory talks for students, and Steve Cottrell from the
ISIS Muon Group organised a 2-day meeting after the conference on
pulsed muon techniques attended by 50 participants.  
Attendees at the international muon conference in Oxford.
Participants at the Computational Methods in
Spectroscopy Workshop.
Prof. Stephen Lovesey with
Prof. Sir Sam Edwards, one
of the two distingushed
guest speakers at the
dinner.
Beth Cope (Cambridge)
and Jeroen Plomp (Delft)
during the neutron
training course.
Students at the ISIS
muon training course in
February.
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ISIS People
Each year sees the comings and goings of ISIS
staff.  After 12 years Roger Eccleston left ISIS to
pastures new, becoming Director, Materials and
Engineering Research Institute at Sheffield Hallam
University. Susan Bucknall, PA to Andrew Taylor,
left for a new life in Atlanta to be replaced by Sue
Carter.  
Steve Cox, Senior Scientist, ISIS Muon Group
retired after 32 years service.  John Ellis, Adrian
Morris and Robin Bendall also retired after many
years at the Laboratory.  Their extensive
knowledge and experience will be greatly missed.
Instrument Scientists to join ISIS include Ann
Terry on LOQ, Arwel Hughes on SURF, Tim
Charlton on CRISP, Sean Giblin on EMU, Franz
Demmel on IRIS/OSIRIS, Matt Tucker on PEARL,
Aziz Daoud-Aladine on SXD and Eugene
Goremychkin on PRISMA. The TS-2 team has
welcomed Paul Boscher, Ray Bull, Jonathan
Carkeet and Sally Prydderch, while the Accelerator
Division were joined by Sarah Whitehead, Alex
Pertica, Stuart Birch, Rob Searle and Kenny
Rodgers. Bryan Neville and Matt Clarke joined the
Computing Group as Software Engineers and the
User Support Group has welcomed Richard
Haynes and Mark Kibble.
Felix Fernandex-Alonso
(ISIS) showing Dutch MSc
students around the ISIS
hall in November.
First users of the Second
Target Station building -
a mistle thrush has made
her home in the steel
infrastructure.
Two familiar faces around ISIS: Susan Bucknall, who left this year
and Steve Cox who retired recently.
George Remmich and Xun-hi
Wang (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) during their
experiment on ENGIN-X to
determine the evolution of
granular strains in
polycrystalline materials
during a loading cycle,
thoughout the specimen’s
fatigue life. 05EC2941
Masae Shirai (University
College London) running an
experiment on HET to
measure crystal field
excitations in XY pyrochlore
antiferromagnets. 05EC3001
Sonya Crowe (University of
Warwick) using MARI to
investigate dispersive
excitations in quantum
magnets Cu2Te2O5X2
(X=Br, Cl). 05EC2928
Steve Blundell and Peter
Baker (University of Oxford)
studying magnetism in
partially frustrated molecular
materials which are based on
the tricyanomethanide ion,
using the MuSR beamline.
05EC2993
HyungJe Woo and Stephen
Wilson (University of
Tennessee) and Lingfei Zhang
(University of Salford)
researching high energy spin
dynamics in non-
superconducting PLCCO on
MAPS. 05EC2936
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ISIS continues to be the world’s most successful pulsed spallation neutron source.  For the period of this
report and during scheduled operating cycles, ISIS delivered a total of 656 mA.hrs of user proton beam to
the muon and neutron targets at an average current of 165 µA.  
The tables below give beam statistics for the individual cycles in the year 2003-2004, together with
year-on-year statistics for ISIS performance.
Cycle 04/1 04/2 04/3   
Beam on target (hrs) 857 646 815  
Total beam current (mA.hr) 157 110 143 
Average beam current on target (µA) 183 171 176
Peak beam current (µA, average over 24 hrs) 183 175 178
Average beam trips per day 19 24 14 
Table 3: ISIS operational statistics for year 2004-2005.
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Total scheduled user time (days) 168 175 168 168 168 160 172 106
Total time on target (days) 153 160 153 154 158 148 154 96
Total integrated current (mA.hrs) 672 656 687 687 725 630  656 409
Average current on target (µA) 183 171 187 186 192 178 177 177
Peak current averaged over 24 hours 197 193 198 194 200 187  184 183
µA.hrs per trip 81 72 106 120 141 178  237 194
Total power consumption (GWh) 47 42 52 46 46 53  57 36
Table 4: Year-on-year ISIS performance summary.
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Average ISIS beam current
per cycle.
As ISIS instrument
performance has increased,
the amount of data taken per
mA.hr of proton current has
risen sharply.
Beam statistics 2004-2005FAP 1  FAP 2 FAP 3 FAP 4 FAP 5 FAP 6 FAP 7  Diffraction Liquids Large Scale Excitations Molecular Muons Engineering 
Structures Spectroscopy
A Powell M Smith J Lawrence D Paul H-P Trommsdorff A Harrison G Swallowe
R Angel J Bermejo D Bucknall J Annett C Andreani K Chow R Burguete
M Catti F Bruni P Doyle S Bramwell F Cavatorta J Davies M Daymond
J Evans L Cormier J Eastoe B Fak R Coldea G Gehring L Edwards
W Harrison M Dove R Felici S Itoh E Karlsson T Matsuzaki S Hainsworth
P Hatton T Kanaya B Hickey D McMorrow D Lennon P Mendels R Tomlinson
N Hyatt P McMillan F Mulder K Prassides D O’Hare E Morenzoni C Truman
T Koetzle K Refson P Olmsted A Schofield G Reiter J Stride
P Lightfoot J Yarwood S Roser C Washington
P Radaelli
S Redfern
J Steed
P Thomas D Bowron J Webster T Perring J Mayers S Cottrell E Oliver
R Ibberson A Soper S Langridge S Bennington J Tomkinson P King J Santisteban
Table 1: ISIS Facility Access Panel Membership. The FAPs meet twice per year to review all proposals submitted to the facility based on scientific merit and timeliness.
Chairman S Kilcoyne University of Leeds
IUG1 Crystallography P Battle University of Oxford
R J Nelmes University of Edinburgh
IUG2 Liquids & Amorphous A Barnes University of Bristol
N Skipper University College London
IUG3 Large Scale Structures R J Stewart University of Reading
R Thomas University of Oxford
A Zarbaksh Queen Mary College London
IUG4 Excitations D Mckenzie Paul Univesity of Warwick
A Boothroyd University of Oxford
IUG5 Molecular Spectroscopy K Ross University of Salford
P Mitchell University of Portsmouth
IUG6 Muons J Jayasooriya University of East Anglia
S Kilcoyne University of Leads
IUG7 Engineering G Swallowe Open University
M Fitzpatrick Open University
A D Taylor Director ISIS    
U Steigenberger ISIS Division Head    
R Browning ISIS User Programme Manager    
R L MCGreevy IDM Division Head    
Z A Bowden ISIS User Support Group Leader    
Table 2: ISIS User
Committee Membership.
The IUC exists to represent
the user community on all
aspects of facility
operation.
User Satisfaction 
All users visiting the facility are invited to
complete a satisfaction survey which addresses
the quality of the scientific, technical and User
Office support, the ISIS,  Instrument and Support
equipment performance and reliability, and the
quality of the accommodation and restaurant
facilities. The feedback obtained in this way helps
to ensure a high quality service is maintained and
improved where necessary. 
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the muon and neutron targets at an average current of 165 µA.  
The tables below give beam statistics for the individual cycles in the year 2003-2004, together with
year-on-year statistics for ISIS performance.
Cycle 04/1 04/2 04/3   
Beam on target (hrs) 857 646 815  
Total beam current (mA.hr) 157 110 143 
Average beam current on target (µA) 183 171 176
Peak beam current (µA, average over 24 hrs) 183 175 178
Average beam trips per day 19 24 14 
Table 3: ISIS operational statistics for year 2004-2005.
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Total scheduled user time (days) 168 175 168 168 168 160 172 106
Total time on target (days) 153 160 153 154 158 148 154 96
Total integrated current (mA.hrs) 672 656 687 687 725 630  656 409
Average current on target (µA) 183 171 187 186 192 178 177 177
Peak current averaged over 24 hours 197 193 198 194 200 187  184 183
µA.hrs per trip 81 72 106 120 141 178  237 194
Total power consumption (GWh) 47 42 52 46 46 53  57 36
Table 4: Year-on-year ISIS performance summary.
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per cycle.
As ISIS instrument
performance has increased,
the amount of data taken per
mA.hr of proton current has
risen sharply.
Beam statistics 2004-2005FAP 1  FAP 2 FAP 3 FAP 4 FAP 5 FAP 6 FAP 7  Diffraction Liquids Large Scale Excitations Molecular Muons Engineering 
Structures Spectroscopy
A Powell M Smith J Lawrence D Paul H-P Trommsdorff A Harrison G Swallowe
R Angel J Bermejo D Bucknall J Annett C Andreani K Chow R Burguete
M Catti F Bruni P Doyle S Bramwell F Cavatorta J Davies M Daymond
J Evans L Cormier J Eastoe B Fak R Coldea G Gehring L Edwards
W Harrison M Dove R Felici S Itoh E Karlsson T Matsuzaki S Hainsworth
P Hatton T Kanaya B Hickey D McMorrow D Lennon P Mendels R Tomlinson
N Hyatt P McMillan F Mulder K Prassides D O’Hare E Morenzoni C Truman
T Koetzle K Refson P Olmsted A Schofield G Reiter J Stride
P Lightfoot J Yarwood S Roser C Washington
P Radaelli
S Redfern
J Steed
P Thomas D Bowron J Webster T Perring J Mayers S Cottrell E Oliver
R Ibberson A Soper S Langridge S Bennington J Tomkinson P King J Santisteban
Table 1: ISIS Facility Access Panel Membership. The FAPs meet twice per year to review all proposals submitted to the facility based on scientific merit and timeliness.
Chairman S Kilcoyne University of Leeds
IUG1 Crystallography P Battle University of Oxford
R J Nelmes University of Edinburgh
IUG2 Liquids & Amorphous A Barnes University of Bristol
N Skipper University College London
IUG3 Large Scale Structures R J Stewart University of Reading
R Thomas University of Oxford
A Zarbaksh Queen Mary College London
IUG4 Excitations D Mckenzie Paul Univesity of Warwick
A Boothroyd University of Oxford
IUG5 Molecular Spectroscopy K Ross University of Salford
P Mitchell University of Portsmouth
IUG6 Muons J Jayasooriya University of East Anglia
S Kilcoyne University of Leads
IUG7 Engineering G Swallowe Open University
M Fitzpatrick Open University
A D Taylor Director ISIS    
U Steigenberger ISIS Division Head    
R Browning ISIS User Programme Manager    
R L MCGreevy IDM Division Head    
Z A Bowden ISIS User Support Group Leader    
Table 2: ISIS User
Committee Membership.
The IUC exists to represent
the user community on all
aspects of facility
operation.
User Satisfaction 
All users visiting the facility are invited to
complete a satisfaction survey which addresses
the quality of the scientific, technical and User
Office support, the ISIS,  Instrument and Support
equipment performance and reliability, and the
quality of the accommodation and restaurant
facilities. The feedback obtained in this way helps
to ensure a high quality service is maintained and
improved where necessary. 
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